^ subject of recent investigation in homotopy theory has been the Uuy of generalized higher order Whitehead products, cf. »-*-X" can be extended to some F: 5.4iX • • • XSA n ->X. ( We ^ e at this point that it is an unresolved conjecture as to whether X j^8 Property P n implies that 0 is the only element of [f u • • • ,/ n ].) 'j, ** -X" is an üT-space, then X possesses property P n for all w, [ Note that a C 2 -space is just a homotopy-commutative monoid* Furthermore, the usual proof that the loop space of an i?-space i homotopy-commutative extends to yield the fact that such a loop space is a C n -space for every ». (It is known that the converse of Ö 11 fact is false.) We recall from [7] the main theorem on C»-sp aceS ' which will be used in the proof of Theorem 1.
THEOREM 0. An associative H-space, F, is a C n -space if and only J the Hopffibrationfor F, p x \ Y * Y-+SY, extends to a fibration p* : h * ->(SY) n9 where (SY) n denotes the n-fold reduced product space of suspension of Y.
The idea of C»-commutativity is somewhat analogous to Stashe theory of ^«-associativity, [S] . Thus the reduced product sp a (SY) n stand in relation to commutativity much as the projec spaces XP(n) relate to associativity. The proof of the "only if P of Theorem 0 is inspired by StashefFs work, and is accomplished ^ direct construction in the Dold-Lashof vein. The reverse impl* ca y uses the connecting map r: S2(SF) n -• F together with the fact ^^ is C n in Q(5F) n . Here F is regarded as a subspace of ti(SY)n vl ^e composition Y±>QSYCV(SY) nt where j is the usual inclusionnotion of a subspace being C n in a containing space is a natural e sion of the well-known concept of a subspace being homotopy* mutative in a larger space. m of The definition of C n -space permits us to state the main theo this note.
, v its l°°* THEOREM 1. A space possesses property P n if and only V space is a C n -space. «
The proof of this theorem, which will be outlined below, lS on the following theorem. . . e v*+l)th stage of the Dold-Lashof construction, in fiber-wise Th °n' ^i xxs inducing a map in the base spaces (SF) n ->FP(n)C-Br. ae tails are rather lengthy and will appear elsewhere.
